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Food Processing Ministry of the Government of India
is planning to setup integrated cold chain and
preservation infrastructure in Kerala and other parts

of
the
country,
according to Sadhvi
Niranjan Jyoti, Hon’ble
Minister of State, Food
processing.
The Minister was
speaking after attending
a presentation on Food
processing industry in
Kerala organized by
KINFRA in Trivandrum
recently.
“We have plans to have
cold storages in fishing vessels as well as on the
super fast trains”, she added. “Our Government will
also design a scheme for providing subsidy through
bank to farmers.”
The Minister promised all support, co-operation and
assistance for the Mega Food Park project
planned by KINFRA in Palakkad.
The Value Addition and Preservation Infrastructure is
to provide integrated cold chain and preservation
infrastructure facilities without any break from the
farm gate to the consumer. It covers pre-cooling
facilities at production sites, reefer vans, mobile
cooling units as well as value addition centres which
includes infrastructural facilities like Processing,

Unique achievement for company in KIAP
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Vinvish Technologies, operating from KINFRA International Apparel Park
(KIAP), Kazhakkuttom, Trivandrum has successfully developed a Broad
spectrum Confocal Microscope. The product was launched by the Hon’ble
Union Minister-Science & Technology and Earth Science, Dr. Jitendra Singh
on October 7, 2014 in Delhi.
Apparel Park community joined together to felicitate Vinvish on this
outstanding achievement at a function presided over by Sri. P.K. Kunhalikutty,
Minister-Industries & IT, who expressed delight over the unique performance
of the company. He presented a memento to Sri. Pious Varghese, GM,
Vinvish. Those offering felicitations included Sri. S. Abdul Halim, MD-KIAP
and Dr. T. Unnikrishnan, Manager-Technical, KINFRA.

Broad spectrum Confocal Microscope is considered as one of the latest
and biggest achievements in the science & technology area recognized by
the Government of India.
The Government declared 12 major achievements in this zone, the product
of Vinvish Technologies being one of them.
“This is the first product under the ‘Make in India and Reach Global’ strategy
of Prime Minister Sri. Narendra Modi”, points out Sri. Pious Varghese. “As
such, the first product under the strategy is from Kerala, and it goes to the
credit of KIAP which has stood by the innovative project of our company
and extended all support to us.”

Multi-line Processing and Collection Centres, for horticulture, organic produce, fish & marine, dairy, meat
and poultry. The mobile cooling units in super fast
trains and fishing boats are also being planned, the
minister pointed out.
A memento from KINFRA was presented to the
visiting dignitary by Dr. G.C. Gopala Pillai, MD,
KINFRA. In addition to Dr.G.C., those attending the
presentation included Sri. R. Harikumar, CEO-State
Food Mission and Sri. V. Rajagopal, Joint Secretary,
Industries, Kerala as also senior KINFRA officials

such as Sri. J. Krishnakumar, MD-KFVP, Sri.
K. Sudhakaran, GM, Projects, Sri. K.N. Srikumar,
Sr. Media Advisor, Sri. G. Sunil, Manager-Technical,
Sri. Manu George, Strategist and Sri. Sunilkumar
P.S., ManagerAdministration were also present.
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KINFRA was prominent among public sector participants at the recently-held
Pravasi Bharatheeya
Divas
2015
in
Ahmadabad, the
Gujarat
capital.
Inaugurated by the
Prime Minister Sri.
Narendra Modi, the
event
attracted
presence of NRIs
from around the
world.
Sri. K. Sudhakaran, GM (Projects) and Sri. G. Sunil, Manager (Technical)
represented KINFRA at the global event.
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A Business To Business Meet, being jointly organised by KINFRA, KSIDC,
K-BIP and SIDCO is scheduled to be conducted in
Cochin from February 26 to 28, 2015.
The meet is specifically intended as a platform for
Small & Medium Enterprises (SMEs) of the State to
showcase their products and services before potential
clients from far and near.
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